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MOTIVATION
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The advance of technology during the
last decades offers the right instruments
and tools that can help amateur
astronomers to actively participate in the
scientific output.

--

What is missing often is the proper
guidance, i.e. the methodology for
scientific products.

!!

A paradigm to develop new contributors to Astronomy

To address that within the Greek
amateur community the Hellenic Amateur
Astronomy Association materialized a
training program (free of charge and
open accessed) to develop scientific
thought and the practical capabilities for
amateurs to produce valuable results.
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PLAN
A series of dedicated
Observational Astronomy:

“months”

in

The Sun – 4 meetings (Nov 2014)
Variable Stars – 5 meetings (Nov/Dec 2014)
Comets – 3 meetings (Jan 2015)
Planets – 4 meetings (Mar 2015)
Artificial Objects – 3 meetings (Apr 2015)
Meteors – 2 meetings (May 2015)
~ 100 participants in total
~ 5-50 participants / “month”
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Analyzing solar data.

METHODDOLOGY
For each session a professional and/or an experienced amateur
astronomer was leading the course consisting of two parts:
A – THEORY including
i. a general introduction to the field
ii. presentation of amateur contributions
iii. detailed description of the observing
techniques, e.g. visual / ccd photometry of
variable stars, video observations of planets.
B – PRACTICE including a series of
practical hands-on experience with:
i. exercises and homework (e.g. finding the
Wolf number for the Sun, perform photometry
on known data) – using open-source or
freeware software
ii. obtaining own observations (either through
their equipment or setups offered by the
members)
iii. reduce their own data according to the
proper scientific approach (e.g. bias and flatfield corrections for photometry)
iv. submit results appropriately, to better
communicate their results with others.

Theoretical course on
Variable stars.

Hands-on workshop on video
observations of the planets..
Calculating Wolf number for the Sun.
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An example flowchart for the participants of the planetary program – Kardasis et al. 2015, EPSC, 10, 707

DROPOUT REASONS
Certifications were obtained by following the courses and
completing the exercises per subject. However, there are
several reasons that led to dropout:
1. elaborate content – not all participants at the same level
2. difficulty to apply theory into practice
3. remote leading of the courses led to poorer contact with
the participants
4. timing constraints (successive weekends) hindered the
commitment of the participants
5. different expectations by the participants

IMPACT
→ A number of people were exposed to the scientific
approach of amateur astronomy.
→ All the material used has been archived to our
website (www.hellas-astro.gr – currently only in Greek)
for future reference.
→ We have applied an open-access approach so that
this work can used by any interested individual or group,
and we hope to become a long-termed guide.
→ New contributors do show up, although
the absolute numbers are rather slim.
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